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Abstract 
Molecular dynamics simulations based on the modified embedded atom method 
were applied to study the formation of thin Au films on the Si(100) substrate. Differ-
ent Au coverages were used to study how the Au concentration affected the structure 
and morphology of the thin Au film on the Si substrate. It was found that Au atoms 
re-evaporated from the Si surface below 1 ML coverage at room temperature, and 
became more stable when the coverage was increased. Above 1 ML, all the Au atoms 
stayed on the Si substrate without re-evaporation. In our simulations, no Au/Si inter-
mixing was observed within the simulation time of 41.25 ps below 3 ML Au coverage 
at room temperature. We also calculated the surface stress as the system evolved with 
time. The calculations showed the surface stress oscillated intensively at the begin-
ning of the simulations and became stable when the system approached equilibrium. 
Comparing the surface stress of the system at different Au coverages, we found that 
the surface stress became smaller when the Au coverage was increased. Lastly, we 
studied the influence of temperature on the Au/Si interactions. Our results showed 
Au and Si intermixed above 2 ML Au coverage at 800 K, indicating that the Au/Si 
interactions could be enhanced by increasing the temperature. 
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(a) ( b) 
Figure 1.3: Setr-a~mbled monolayer ou the gol<k:oated cantiiM'E'r. (a) Fonualiou 
of th€'SE"1f-a.o;semblcd monolayer when the Alkl.\nethiols bind to a gold-<.-oated cantilever. 
(b) Structure of the alkanethiol molecule. 
After the IBM v.-ork it was shown by Codin ct <Jl. thai. lbc rcs.poose of cantilever 
scnt;On; to nlkauctboils depends on tht> morphology of the gold film (3J. lo their 
study, two types of gold films wE'rE' prepared: ouc with a relatively small averagE> 
gr&hl size, and the other wit.h a Llll'gc avcrn.gc grain s.iz.e. Figure 1.4 RhM\·s ST~l 
im~ of these two gold fihns. These two types of gold on cMtilevcn; wt.-rc lbcn 
exposed to allu\utlhiol.s and the deflection anrl surfA.re litrcs; wt.-rc mc&urcd. Figure 
1.5 shows the deflection (left orrlinA.t.e) and ~>urfacc slli.'SS (right ordinate) as a. function 
of time a.'3 a.lkanethiols adsorbed ott the I.WO goJd-coo.tcd cantilevers with two different 
morphologies. The rod cun-c &bOwb the deflection and surfaee stress of a Rmnll grain 
gold-cOft.t.ed cnntilever while the black curve shows tbe deflection and surfACe strt:'$ 
of A large grain gold-coated cantilever as they react with allmnC!thiolo;.. As ca.n be 
):;OeJl, the canti1twcr with large grain gold unrlf'rv.'"f.lnt a much larger dcfloctiou than 
the <".&.ntilever with Rmall grain gold. We cau also see that the SAt\1 grown on large-
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gr&ined gold exhibits a lou.g-teru\ inc1·ease in surfact> ~;tress, which i.s not observed for 
the SAM gr<>wn on ~<mall-v,rnin<..'<l gold. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.4: STM huagl'ti (3 !illl X 3 ~m) or (A} lnrg<'-grained gold aud (B) small-
grained gold. These STM images were ohtained by Godju el. tU. at .McGill university 
f3j. 
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Figure 1.5: The ca.u\ik ... ~r deRoctiou and surf~ stress induced during the formation 
of the SAM on gold-coated c~nt iievers. Thi.<> graph was obtained by Godin ei. a/. at 
McGill university f3j. 
1'herE>fnre, l'ince the S4!U.Sitivity of the cantilever sensors depends on thf> morphol-
ogy oft be top Au (ibn, it i:.s important to tmderst..tmd t ht> dep~it ion process of gold on 
the silkon cantilevers. Dep06:ition of gold on ~<ilicon substrate ho.s be<:u iuvt>Stignted 
by many grot1pe; hOWE" .. 't>r, there are siguificaut. di.sagrecmeots on the experimental 
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results among different groups [4-17]. To understand what influences the morphology 
of gold on silicon, we have written a program based on the Modified Embedded Atom 
Method (MEAM) to conduct a theoretical investigation on the Au/Si system. The 
main objective of this project is to study the behavior of Au atoms deposited onto a 
Si(100) substrate and measure the surface stress of the system using the MEAM. 
1. 2 Background 
The MEAM is a semi-empirical model based on the embedded atom method (EAM). 
Compared with ab initio calculations, it is less computationally demanding, thus 
more feasible for calculating large scale structures in which ab intio calculations are 
limited. The EAM was first proposed by Daw and Baskes, based on density functional 
theory in 1983 to study the hydrogen embrittlement in metals [18]. In 1984, the Rose 
equation was derived as the universal equation to express pair potentials in the EAM 
[19]. In 1987, Baskes modified the EAM to include directional bonding and applied 
it to silicon. In 1989, the silicon EAM model was extended to the silicon-germanium 
system and was renamed the MEAM [20]. In 1992, the original MEAM was applied 
to 26 elements: ten fcc, ten bee, three diamond cubic, and three gaseous materials 
[21]. In 1994, MEAM was improved for HCP crystal structure [22]. The accuracy of 
different MEAM calculations has been examined by many different studies [23-28]. 
In these studies, the lattice constants, elastic constants, cohesive energy, vacancy 
formation energy, and the structural energy difference were calculated and found to 
agree quite well with experimental results. 
More recently, an MEAM investigation of the Au/Si interface was performed by C. 
L. Kuo and P. Clancy at Cornell University [29]. Their simulation was concerned with 
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three issues: critical coverage of Au atoms for Au/Si intermixing, Au concentration in 
the intermixed region and the influence of temperature on the Au/Si interaction. To 
our knowledge, this is the first theoretical investigation on these controversial issues 
and provides a basis for comparison for our simulations on the Au/Si system. 
1.3 Scope of this Thesis 
This M.Sc.thesis is a continuation of work started during the summer 2005 by under-
graduate student John Braeckmann during an NSERC USRA position in our research 
group. In that time, John wrote an MEAM program and applied it to the Si(100) 
reconstruction and deposition of 10 Au atoms on a Si(100) surface. The purpose of 
this thesis is to improve the program originally written by John Braeckmann and to 
extend its application to study different situations in depositirig Au onto the Si(100) 
surface. 
In Chapter 2, the theoretical foundation for the MEAM is given. Chapter 3 
outlines the computational details and steps used for validating the code used in 
our simulations. Chapter 4 discusses the results from our simulations, including the 
Si(100) reconstruction and the adsorption of Au atoms on the Si(100) surface. Fi-
nally, the conclusions obtained from this study will be presented in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 2 
Theory 
In this Chapter, the first section discusses the formalism of the Modified Embedded 
Atom Method. Following this, the two computational methods used in this work, 
conjugate gradient minimization and molecular dynamics are described. The last 
section discusses the surface stress tensor. 
2.1 Modified Embedded Atom Method (MEAM) 
MEAM is based on a quasiatom theory in which the system is modelled as ions 
embedded within an electron gas [30]. The ion and its electronic screening cloud 
constitute a unit called a qua.siatom. In the MEAM formalism, the energy of each 
quasiatom is given by the expression: 
1 N 
Ei = Fi (pi)+ 2 L rpijhj)Sij 
jfi 
(2.1) 
where the embedding energy Fi is calculated as a function of the background electron 
density Pi, rpiJ is the pair interaction energy and riJ is the distance between atoms i 
7 
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and j. Sij is the many body screening function which will be defined in 2.1.3. N is 
the number of atoms in the system. 
The total energy of a system containing N atoms is the sum of the individual 
atomic energies: 
N 
Etot =LEi· 
i=l 
(2.2) 
In order to calculate the total energy of the system, functional forms for Fi, Pi and 
i.(Jij must be determined. 
2.1.1 The Embedding Function 
The idea. of the embedding energy originates from qua.siatom theory based on density 
functional theory. The embedding energy Fi is the energy needed to embed an atom 
into the background electron density at site i. According to first principles ca.lcula-
tions, some important information about the the general behaviors of the embedding 
function is known: it should go to zero at zero electron density and have a negative 
slop and positive curvature for the background electon density in metal[31, 32, 33]. 
Then by fitting the function with elastic constants, lattice constants, sublimation en-
ergy and vacancy formation energy, the expression for the embedding energy can be 
empirically determined as: 
(2.3) 
where Ef is the cohesive energy of atom i, Zi is the number of nearest-neighbors of 
atom i and Ai is a parameter to be fitted (see Section 2.1.5 for details). It has been 
shown that Equation 2.3 can give the correct relationship between the bond length 
and the number of bonds [20]. 
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2.1.2 The Background Electron Density 
The Embedded Atom Method (EAM) expresses the background electron density at 
atom i as a sum of the individual atomic electron densities of all other atoms. While 
this works well for metallic systems, its applicability is limited to systems where forces 
do not require a non-radial dependence. Thus, EAM cannot model covalent systems. 
To remedy this, MEAM was developed [34] whereby the background electron density 
contains three angular terms in addition to the familiar radial term of the EAM. 
Therefore the MEAM electron density takes the following form where each term is 
given an appropriate weight ti: 
where 
N 
-(0) _ "'"' a(O) ( •. ·) S·. Pi - ~ P1 1 ~1 ~1 
#i 
? 3 [N a ]2 (-(1))- _ L L rij a(l) (··· ·) S·· Pi - P1 r 1J ~J r .. 
a=l j#i ~J 
( -(
3))2 _ ~ [~ r~r·~r0 a(3) (. ) S ·] 2 Pi - ~ ~ 3 P1 1 •1 •1 r. 
a,,B,-y=l J#i •J 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
In Equations 2 .. 5 to 2.8, o:, f3 and 1 = 1, 2. 3 correspond to the x. y, and z 
directions respectively, such that rij is the x, y or z component of the vector fij. 
Each p;(l) ( rij) represents the atomic electron density of atom j at a distance rij from 
i and takes the form of an exponential decay: 
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a(l) ( .. ·) _ e [-/':~(1) (Tij _ 1)] Pj T~J - Pj exp Jj Te 
J 
(2.9) 
where rj is the equilibrium nearest-neighbor separation for atom j. In Equation 2.9, 
pj and ;3jl) are parameters representing the electron density scaling factor and the 
rate of electron density decay respectively. Determination of the parameters ti, pj 
and ;3yl will be discussed in detail in 2.1.5. 
2.1.3 The Many Body Screening Function 
In the MEAM, a many body screening function Sij was introduced by Baskes [21] to 
limit the range of interactions of the atoms. Sij defines the screening between atoms 
i and j due to the presence of other atoms in the system so that the interaction 
between atoms that are not nearest neighbors are reduced. In this scheme, the atomic 
electron densities and the pair potential are multiplied by Sij; thus, if the atoms are 
unscreened, Sij = 1, and if they are completely screened, SiJ = 0. SiJ depends on 
all of the other atoms in the system and is written as a product of pa.rtia.l screening 
functions sijk: 
(2.10) 
Different models have been used to find a. functional expression for Sijk· The 
original model used a. form containing a. singular point and thus induced difficulties in 
minimization and molecular dynamics calculations. As a consequence, a new simpler 
screening function was developed by Baskes et al. [35] and was used in this study. 
In this model, to define the range of screening, Sijk is calculated by considering an 
ellipse passing through atoms i, j and k as shown in Figure 2.1 where the minor axis 
is determined by atoms i and j. Atoms outside the dashed curve do not screen atoms 
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Figure 2.1: Screening of atoms i and j by neighboring atom k [35]. 
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i and j while atoms inside the solid curve screen atoms i and j completely. Therefore, 
to calculate sijk the equation of the ellipse should be determined, which is given by 
(2.11) 
where the parameter C is determined by 
.2 ( .2 2 2 ) 1 ij 1 jk + rik - rij 
C=1+2 ?· 
1.4 (1'2 1'2 ) -ij- ik- jk (2.12) 
Then the partial screening function is given by 
0 if X< 0 
(2.13) 
1 if X> 1 
where X= (cc-~7Jn. ). In Figure 2.1, Cmax corresponds to the dashed ellipse and 
max mLn 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.2: Screening of atoms i and j by neighboring atom kin (a) fcc and (b) bee 
crystal lattice. 
Cmin corresponds to the solid ellipse. In this study and in most MEAM simulations, 
C,nax = 2.8 and Cmin = 2.0, which are determined according to the crystal structure 
of the system. These values are chosen so that the interactions are limited within the 
first nearest neighbors [35]. 
To see how the ellipse in Figure 2.1 can be related to the screening function in 
Equation 2.13, two cases ca.n be considered to facilitate understanding: in the FCC 
structure, if atom i, j and k are the three nearest neighbors (Figure 2.2 (a)), no 
atoms are screened because i, j a.nd k are all first nearest neighbors with each other, 
thus Sijk = 1. As in this case, atom k is equidistant from atoms i and j and they 
form a.n equilateral triangle, we have C = 3 2:: 2.8, which yields Sijk = 1 according 
to Equation 2.13. In the BCC structure, if atoms i and j are the second nearest 
neighbors and atom k is the first nearest neighbor to i and j (Figure 2.2 (b)), then 
atom j is screened from atom i by atom k, thus Sijk = 0. As atom i, j and k form 
a right-angled isoceles triangle, we have C = 2 which yields Sijk = 0 according to 
Equation 2.13. Considering these two expamples, it is reasonable that Equation 2.13 
may be used as an numerical expression of Figure 2.1 and the screening function. 
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2.1.4 The Pair-Interaction Function 
Equation 2.1 has a pair interaction term <p which should be determined. To obtain the 
expression for <p, the Rose Equation was derived [19]. This is a universal equation to 
calculate the energy of an atom in a reference structure as a function of the distance 
between the atoms. The reference structure is a perfect crystal structure with no 
defect. If the system is in the reference structure, the energy of atom i can be express 
as: 
( 8·a*3) E~(r) = -Ef 1 +a*+~ exp (-a*) (2.14) 
a* = a· (-=- - 1) 
'· e ri 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
where r is the distance between any two atoms, rf is the nearest neighbor distance 
in the reference structure. 8i is determined by adjusting the repulsive and attractive 
energies in the MEAM potential to fit the Local Density Approximation (LDA) cal-
culations [29]. Bi and Qi are the bulk modulus and the atomic volume of atom i, 
respectively. 
When the system contains only one atomic species i, the mathematical expression 
for 'Pii can be derived as described below. 
Applying Equation 2.14, Equation 2.1 becomes 
E u(·r·· ·)- D. (Pref (r·· ·)) + ~z.,,,., .. (·r·· ·) i ZJ - r z i ZJ 2 n-u ZJ (2.17) 
where, in the reference structure, all the nearest-neighbors of atom i are equidistant 
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fcc bee diamond NaCl 
zi 12 8 4 6 
(1) 
si 0 0 0 0 
(2) 
S.; 0 0 0 0 
(3) 0 0 32 0 si Q 
Table 2.1: Geometrical factors required for calculating the background electron 
density in the reference structure. 
so that no screening occurs. Rearranging the above equation gives: 
(2.18) 
When dealing with the reference structure, certain geometric relationships exist so 
that the summations of Equations 2.5 - 2.8 can be replaced with geometrical factors 
s~l) such that 
1·ej (. ) Pi. 1 ij 
1 3 L t~l) (p~l}ref )2 
l=O 
3 
"" (l)t(l) [ a( I) ( . ·)]2 ~ st t P rtJ · 
l=O 
As an example, the summation of Equation 2.5 can be replaced with Z;: 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Then we have s~o) = Zf. s~l) for l = 1 - 3 depends on the particular crystal structure 
being used as the reference structure. Table 2.1 provides these factors for the face-
centered cubic (fcc), body-centered cubic (bee), diamond and B1 (NaCl) structures. 
Putting these factors according to the corresponding structure into Equation 2.18, 
the expression for the pair-interaction function between atoms of the same species 
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can be largely simplified. 
For the case where there are two atomic species, we denote the pair potential func-
tion as <pij. For notational purposes, assume atoms i and j are of different atomic 
species. Before finding !.pij, an appropriate reference structure must be determined. 
In most situations, the two atomic species of interest will exist in some thermody-
namically stable compound and the crystal structure they form can be used as the 
reference. When two materials do not form a thermodynamically stable compound 
(i.e. gold and silicon), first principles calculations can be performed to determine the 
reference structure. In their work, Kuo and Clancy [29] used the B1 (NaCl) structure 
as a reference of a Au/Si compound. In this kind of structure, the total energy per 
atom can be written as: 
(2.21) 
where Eatomi and Eatomj are the energy for atom i and j. Therefore, the same proce-
dure used to obtain <pii can now be used for <piJ where the reference structure has ZiJ 
nearest-neighbors: 
(2.22) 
Rearranging the above equation gives: 
rn·· (r .. ) = _1 [2Eu (r .. )- F (P~ef (rij)) - F (pjef (rij))]· 
'r"J •J z.. . •J • z. J z. 
D ' J 
(2.23) 
In the NaCl structure, each atom i has ZiJ nearest-neighbors of type j. Therefore, 
(2.24) 
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And, for all atoms p~l)ref = p~Z)ref = p;3),·ef = 0 (see Table 2.1), so we have : 
(2.25) 
Submitting Equation 2.25 into Equation 2.23 gives 
(fl·. (r· ·) = _..!._ 2Eu (r ·) - F zij Pj rtJ - p. zij Pi r ij 
[ ( 
a(O) ( . ·)) ( a(O) (. ) ) l 
r tJ tJ z. . t tJ t z. e J z. e · 
tJ t Pi J PJ 
(2.26) 
2.1.5 Determination of the MEAM Parameters 
In the MEAM equations, there are several parameters to be determined from bulk 
properties, such as Ai in Equation 2.3, ti in Equations 2.5 to 2.8 and (3Jl) in Equation 
2.9. Ai can be determined by fitting the fcc-bee energy difference derived experimen-
tally from phase diagrams or theoretically from first principles calculations. In Yuan 
et al. 's work, the following equation was used to calculate A for Li [25]: 
0.608Ai = 0.5 + 6.~~-1 
t 
(2.27) 
where Eb- f is the structure energy difference between fcc and bee and Ef is the 
cohesive energy. 
The electron density weights ti and exponential decay factors !3?) are related to 
elastic constants of the reference structure [21]. As Baskes explained in Ref. [21], 
in general, the values of f3Jll were not well determined because they were highly 
correlated and were chosen somewhat arbitrarily; however, small variations in the 
chosen values did not seem to be particularly important in the calculations of bulk 
properties such as the surface energy and structural energy of the system. 
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Another parameter that may be required is the electron density scaling factor 
p{. It can be seen from Equations 2.4 - 2.9 that pj appears in the numerator and 
Pi appears in the denominator in the expression of the background electron density. 
Therefore, if a system is comprised solely of one species of atoms, Pi divides out and 
becomes irrelevant, thus is often set equal as 1; if not, it can be obtained by fitting 
the vacancy formation energy. In Kuo and Clancy's work [29], it was shown that the 
vacancy formation energy could be given by 
(2.28) 
which contained the electron density scaling factors p'f implicitly. In Equation 2.28, 
EP) is the energy per atom for a perfect crystal and E?) is the energy for the neigh-
boring atom, and they always correspond to atoms of different species. 
The necessary fitting parameters in MEAM equations were calculated by Baskes 
[21] for ten fcc, ten bee and three diamond materials (refer to Table 2.2). Kuo and 
Clancy [29] calculated a second set of parameters for Au and Si and also provided 
those needed to describe Au/Si interactions (refer to Table 2.3). In their study, the 
B1(Nacl) structure was taken as the reference for the Au/Si system because no ther-
modynamically stable Au/Si compound has been found in nature. Since all the fitting 
procedures were based on this assumption, the reliability of these parameters can be 
questioned. In this study, we used parameters calculated by Kuo and Clancy for the 
Au/Si(100) system. Looking for better parameters is part of our future work. 
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Table 2.2: MEAM fitting parameters as calculated by Baskes [21] 
Ec 
t rT O:i Ai /3i(O) !3P) ;3}2) !3}3) t(O) t t(l) t t(2) t t(3) t 
Cu 3 . .540 2.56 .5.11 1.07 3.63 2.2 6.0 2.2 1 3.14 2.49 2.9.5 
Ag 2.850 2.88 5.89 1.06 4.46 2.2 6.0 2.2 1 5.54 2.45 1.29 
Au 3.930 2.88 6.34 1.04 5.45 2.2 6.0 2.2 1 1.59 1.51 2.61 
Ni 4.450 2.49 4.99 1.10 2.45 2.2 6.0 2.2 1 3.57 1.60 3.70 
Pd 3.910 2.7.5 6.43 1.01 .5.31 2.2 6.0 2.2 1 2.34 1.38 4.48 
Pt 5.770 2.77 6.44 1.04 4.67 2.2 6.0 2.2 1 2.73 -1.38 3.29 
Al 3 .. 580 2.86 4.61 1.07 2.21 2.2 6.0 2.2 1 -1.78 -2.21 8.01 
Pb 2.040 3.50 6.06 1.01 5.31 2.2 6.0 2.2 1 2.74 3.06 1.20 
Rh 5.750 2.69 6.00 1.0.5 1.13 1.0 2.0 1.0 1 2.99 4.61 4.80 
Ir 6.930 2.72 6.52 1.05 1.13 1.0 2.0 1.0 1 1.50 8.10 4.80 
Li 1.650 3.04 2.97 0.87 1.43 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 0.26 0.44 -0.20 
Na 1.130 3.72 3.64 0.90 2.31 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 3 .. 55 0.69 -0.20 
K 0.941 4.63 3.90 0.92 2.69 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 5.10 0.69 -0.20 
v .5.300 2.63 4.83 1.00 4.11 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 4.20 4.10 -1.00 
Nb 7.470 2.86 4.79 1.00 4.37 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 3.76 3.83 -1.00 
Ta 8.089 2.86 4.90 0.99 3.71 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 4.69 3.35 -1..50 
Cr 4.100 2.50 5.12 0.94 3.22 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 -0.21 12.26 -1.90 
Mo 6.810 2.73 .5.8.5 0.99 4.48 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 3.48 9.49 -2.90 
w 8.660 2.74 5.63 0.98 3.98 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 3.16 8.25 -2.70 
Fe 4.290 2.48 5.07 0.89 2.94 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 3.94 4.12 -1..50 
c 7.370 1.54 4.31 1.80 5.50 4.3 3.1 6.0 1 5.57 1.94 -0.77 
Si 4.630 2.35 4.87 1.00 4.40 5.5 5.5 5.5 1 3.13 4.47 -1.80 
Ge 3.850 2.45 4.98 1.00 4.55 5.5 5.5 5.5 1 4.02 5.23 -1.60 
Note: In Baskes MEAM 8i = 0 
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Au Si Au/Si 
Ai 1.04 1.00 
a 6.34 4.87 3.76 
f3?) 5.45 4.4 
f3?) 1.2 5 .. 5 
f3?) 6.0 5.5 
f3?) 1.2 5.5 
6 0.066 0.000 1.270 
Ec 3.93 4.63 4.93 
re 2.88 2.3.5 2 .. 58 
P1 0.87 2.05 
t(O) 
t 1 1 
t(l) 
t 2 . .59 2.0.5 
t(2) 
t -1.00 4.47 
t(3) 
t 4.51 -1.80 
Table 2.3: MEAM fitting parameters as calculated by Kuo and Clancy [29] 
2.2 Conjugate Gradient Minimization 
Conjugate gradient methods can be used in minimizing a multidimensional function. 
When a one dimensional function f(x) is minimized, we need to test the variable x 
with different values to find the minimum. Since all these different values of x are 
in the same direction, a one dimensional minimization is called a line minimization. 
When an N-dimensional function f(x) is minimized, if we start at a point x0 and 
proceed in a direction n to test different variables, then f(x) can be minimized lo-
cally from x0 to x 0 + n like the one dimensional minimization. Thus, we can break 
the N-dimensional minimization into many small line minimizations along different 
directions so that variables along the N directions can be tested to find the global 
minimum of f(x). To fulfill this, the function should proceed to another point v to 
perform another line minimization once a local minimization from x0 to x 0 + n is 
finished. Determination of the direction of v is the main task in multidimensional 
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minimization. It is very important due to its influence on the accuracy and efficiency 
of the minimization. 
Conjugate gradient minimization distinguishes from other minimization methods 
in its way of choosing the direction of n and v. It is known that once f(x) is mini-
mized within x0 and x 0 + n, the gradient of the function must be perpendicular to n 
at the line minimum. Then the condition that the motion along v does not ruin the 
minimization along n is that the gradient stays perpendicular to n. This principle 
can be seen more explicitly in a simpler case: if the 3-dimensional function f(x, y, z) 
has been minimized from 0 to x0 at Xmin along x direction, we have 
\lf(x,y,z)l ·x 
(xmin,O,O) (
of. + of. + of·) I , 
-x -y -z ·x OX Oy OZ (xmin,O,O) 
of I = o 
O:r (xmi 11 ,0,0) 
(2.29) 
where f(x, y, z) is the gradient of f(x, y, z), x, f) and z are unit vectors in the x, y 
and z directions. Equation 2.29 shows when f(x, y, z) is minimized at (xmin• 0, 0) 
from 0 to Xo, its gradient at (xmin, 0, 0) is perpendicular to 5; . Then when we want 
to minimize f(x, y, z) in another direction so that it is minimized globally, the most 
efficient way is to move in the x = Xmin plane, in which any gradient of f(xmin• y, z) 
is still perpendicular to the x direction. Proceeding in other directions out of the 
x = Xmin plane will increase the value of the function in the :r direction, thus ruining 
the minimization along the x direction. 
Therefore, we need a numerical expression to describe the condition that the 
gradient off ( x) stays perpendicular to n while moving along v . If we take a particular 
point x' as the origin of the coordinate system with the coordinates x, then f(x) can 
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be approximated by its Taylor series: 
, of 1 o2f 1 f(x) = f(x) + 2::.:: n-Xj +- 2::.:: 0 0 xixj + ... ~ c- b · x + -x ·A· x. (2.30) . u~ 2 .. ~ ~ 2 
2 1 1J 
where c = f(x'), b = -\lfl,, [A]iJ = lfxJI,· 
X 1· X 
According to Equation 2.30, the gradient off can be calculated as 
"Vf=A·x-b. (2.31) 
When the function is calculated along some direction, the change of '\! f is 
8(\l.f) =A· (8(x)). (2.32) 
The condition that the gradient of f(x) stays perpendicular to n while moving along 
v requires that 
0 = n · 8(\l.f) = n. A. v. (2.33) 
As n is known and A is determined by Equation 2.30, v can be calculated according to 
Equation 2.33. When Equation 2.33 holds for two vectors nand v, they are said to be 
conjugate with each other [36]. If the successive line minimizations are done along the 
conjugate set of directions, it continually refines the direction toward the minimum 
without ruining the previous minimization; thus, it requires a smaller number of the 
iterations in the program and provides more efficient convergence to minimum. 
2.3 Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
Because conjugate gradient minimization does not consider thermal motion, it is 
useful for finding the 0 K equilibrium of a system. The equilibrium configurations 
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at non-zero temperature can be determined using molecular dynamics, which can be 
combined with MEAM (MEAM-MD) to solve dynamic problems such as simulations 
of reaction processes. Molecular dynamics (MD) is an iterative process perfectly 
suited for today's computers. Its strength lies in its ability to follow time dependent 
trajectories of a many particle system using Newtonian mechanics, which is what a 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation fails to do. Hence, MD is capable of moving a system 
with a particular set of initial conditions towards equilibrium. 
2.3.1 The Verlet Velocity Algorithm 
Before MD begins, expressions for energy, force, velocity and position must be known. 
In this study, the force acting on the ith atom is given by (refer to :3.2.3 for derivation): 
where the force is denoted by mass multiplied by acceleration to avoid confusion with 
the embedding function Fi(Pi) shown in Equation 2.3. 
The initial position ro and initial velocity 'Vo are given as the input before the 
simulations. Given these initial conditions, the velocity 1~ and position 1~ can be 
obtained by numerically integrating the acceleration. In this study, we use the verlet 
velocity algorithm, which is shown schematically in Figure 2.3, as the technique for 
the numerical integration. The verlet velocity algorithm was chosen not only for its 
simplicity but also because it is based on a second order Taylor expansion which 
minimizes round-off errors. In the verlet velocity algorithm, the velocity of the ith 
atom at the (n + l)th iteration is written as 
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(2.35) 
and the position of the ith atom at the ( n + l)th iteration as 
- - - A 1_ (A )" ri n+l = r; n + Vi nut + -ai n ut - . 
' ., ' 2 ' (2.36) 
Therefore, the verlet velocity algorithm starts with Ti,n and ·vi,n and calculates ai,n 
in the nth iteration. It provides both the atomic positions and velocities at the same 
instant of time. Compared with other algorithms such as the original verlet a.lgorithm 
and predictor-corrector method, it requires less computer memory, because only one 
set of positions, forces and velocities need to be stored at any one time [:37]. This 
algorithm also conserves energy well even with relatively long time steps. 
2.3.2 Temperature Control 
An important aspect of molecular dynamics is temperature control. It is useful to 
attain the desired temperature during equilibration so that the molecular dynamics 
simulations can be performed at a constant temperature. In this method, the tem-
perature of the system is controlled by adjusting the velocities, which ensures the 
equipartion of energy is satisfied. The equipartition of energy principle is given by 
(2.37) 
where K is kinetic energy, dis the number of degrees of freedom per particle, kB is 
Boltzmann's constant and T is temperature. For atoms moving in three dimensions 
d = 3. Therefore, T is given by 
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Compute the (n+1)thposition of each atom: 
- - - 1- 2 
ri,n+i = r;,n + V;,ni!J.t +- a;,ni!J.t 
2 
Update the velocity of each atom: 
- - 1-
Vi,n0 = Vi,n + -a;,ni!J.t 2 
Compute the (n+1)thacceleration of each atom by 
first calculating the force: 
- -
a. Fi,n+i = -VEi,n+i 
-
- Fi,n+i b. ai,n+i =--
m; 
Compute the (n+1)thvelocity of each atom: 
- - 1- - ~- - ) Vi,n+i = Vi,n0 + -a;,n+i!!J.t = Vi,n + a;,n + ai,n+i !!J.t 2 2 
Figure 2.3: Flowchart illustrating one step of the verlet velocity algorithm. 
N 
T = :3~~ :Lvl. B i=l (2.38) 
Once velocities have been calculated, T is compared to the desired, user-specified 
temperature Tn. If these two temperatures do not match , the atomic velocities are 
adjusted using the following relation: 
(2.39) 
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I Start I 
Determine the initial positions and 
velocities and obtain number of 
simulation time steps nfinai and desired 
temperature Tv from user. 
Adjust atomic positions based on 
thermal expansion 
From these initial conditions, compute 
the n=O energy, force and acceleration 
of each atom. 
l y 
I Does n=nfinal? 1 
N 
Calculate the actual system 
Temperature and scale velocities if 
TI=Tv 
Step through Verlet velocity algorithm 
(Figure 2.1) to obtain the (n+1)th position, 
velocity and acceleration of each atom. 
Calculate kinetic and potential energy. 
I Increase n by 1 I 
25 
·1 Finish 
Figure 2.4: Flowchart illustrating molecular dynamics. n is the number of iteration. 
T is the temperature of the system. 
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Whenever T and Tv differ, thermal energy (heat) must be added to or removed 
from the system via Equation 2.39. Energy stability occurs once the system reaches 
a state of thermal equilibrium T = Tv, at which point heat is no longer added or 
removed. Henceforth, equilibrium will represent this state. Above all, Equations 
(2.1), (2.34), (2.35), (2.36) and (2.39) can be used to completely describe an :~·iiEAM-
MD simulation. Figure 2.4 provides a flow chart illustrating the process. 
2.4 Surface Stress Tensor 
Surface energy is defined as the energy required to create a unit area of surface 
[38]. Creating the surface consumes energy because the bonds between the atoms are 
destroyed when the bulk is cleaved into two parts; thus, the surface is less energetically 
favorable and contains more energy than the bulk does. If E0 and E f are the energy 
of the system before and after the surface is created, then we have 
(2.40) 
where 2Es is the energy difference which is positive. As two surfaces are created when 
a bulk is cleaved into two parts, Es is the energy required to create each of these two 
surfaces. In this study, before the bulk is cleaved to form the surface, the system has 
a reference structure with all the atoms placed at their equilibrium positions; thus, 
Eo = N Ec in which Ec is the cohesive energy and N is the number of the atoms in 
the system. E1 can be calculated from Equation (2.1). Therefore, we can define the 
energy to create a surface as 
(2.41) 
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If As is the area of each surface, the surface energy can then be expressed as 
(2.42) 
Since the cohesive energy Ec depends on temperature, the surface energies calcu-
lated under different conditionals are comparable only at the same temperature. 
Suppose now that the surface area changes due to some internal or external force. 
It can be assumed that the changes in energy caused by these forces are described 
by linear elasticity theory. The variable used to quantify these effects is the surface 
stress tensor ';. Elements of the surface stress tensor Taf3 are given by [39]: 
(2.43) 
where Eaf3 is an element of the strain tensor. A negative Taf3 tends to increase the 
surface area whereas a positive Taf3 tends to decrea.se it. 
The physical interpretation of the nine components of r is as follows. First, 
consider an imaginary cube surrounding the surface. Along each face of this cube are 
three stress components: one direct stress and two shear stresses. A direct stress tends 
to change the volume of the cube (i.e. expansion or compression) while a shear stress 
tries to alter the shape of the cube whilst keeping the volume unchanged. Because 
the system is in static equilibrium, only three of these faces and their stresses need 
to be considered. Hence, a second rank tensor with nine components is required to 
describe all of the stresses: 
Txx Txy Txz 
T= Tyx Tyy Tyz (2.44) 
Tzx Tzy T;;;; 
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z 
X 
Figure 2.5: A visualization of the nine components of the surface stress tensor. 
These nine components, however, are reduced to six unique components because 
static equilibrium requires Txy = Tyx, Txz = Tzx and Tyz = Tzy· For example, if 
Txy =f. Tyx, a moment would exist and the cube could rotate about the z-axis. In 
the subscript notation, o: is the direction of the stress and (3 is the direction of the 
normal of the plane upon which the stress acts. Figure 2.5 gives a diagrammatical 
representation of 7!. Combining Equation 2.43 and Equation 2.42, we have: 
(2.45) 
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It has been shown [40] that Equation (2.45) can be expressed as a derivative with 
respect to interatomic distances rather than a derivative with respect to a strain: 
(2.46) 
Now substituting Equation 2.1 into Equation 2.46, we have: 
(2.47) 
Because the summation over k in the second term of Equation 2.47 does not in-
elude i and the Kronecker delta is non-zero only when k = i, this term disappears. 
Similarly, the Kronecker delta in the third term of Equation 2.47 removes the sum-
mation over j, leaving the final expression: 
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(2.48) 
Therefore, using MEAM formalism Equation 2.43 can be calculated. 
Chapter 3 
MEAM programs 
In this chapter, details about the MEAM-:t-dD simulations such as the cut-off distance, 
periodic boundary conditions and determination of the time step will be discussed. 
This chapter also includes the steps taken to validate the code by examining the 
conjugate gradient minimization, calculations of surface energy and the expression of 
the force in the MEAM program. 
3.1 Details about the MEAM-MD Simulations 
3.1.1 Cut-off Distance 
In the MEAM program, besides the screening function, another scheme used for 
further limiting the range of interaction is the cut-off distance. By introducing the 
cut-off distance, interactions between atoms are considered only within a certain 
distance. Therefore, the calculations are simplified and the computation time can 
be reduced. The interactions can be ignored beyond the cut-off distance because 
the potential energy between two atoms and the atomic electron density (Equation 
2.9) both approach zero [41]. Figure 3.1 shows that the two body potential and the 
31 
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atomic electron density of the Si atoms vanish beyond 5.0 A. Before the program 
was applied, a suitable radial cut-off distance was determined for a system of 8 x 8 x 8 
Si atoms. Different values for the cut-off distance were tested in the program and 
the corresponding total energies were calculated. It was found that when the cutoff 
distance was greater than 4.23 A, the calculated total energy stayed constant. This 
indicated that 4.23 A was the shortest cut-off distance which ensured all the nonzero 
interactions were included. Therefore, in this study, the cut-off distance was chosen 
as 4.23 A and interactions between atoms were not included beyond this distance. 
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Figure 3.1: (a) Potential energy as a function of separation distance between two Si 
isolated atoms. (b) Exponential decaying of the atomic electron density of Si atoms. 
3.1.2 Period Boundary Conditions 
In MEAM-MD simulations, periodic boundary conditions were applied to minimize 
finite size effects. With periodic boundary conditions, the simulation region is mapped 
topologically so that there are infinite copies of the boxes in all directions. In Figure 
3.2, the central box is surrounded by imaginary neighbors. The coordinates of the 
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image atoms in the surrounding box are related to those in the center box by simple 
translations. In this configuration, any atom that leaves the simulation from one side 
of the box re-enters the simulation region from the other side of the box. For example, 
suppose the x coordinate is defined to be between -Lx/2 and Lx/2, where Lx is the 
width of the box in the x dimension, then if a; 2': Lx/2, it is replaced by :r - Lx; 
if x ~ - Lx/2, it is replaced by x + Lx. Another consequence is that atoms in the 
box are able to interact with atoms in the neighboring box near the boundary, which 
means atom i in the primary box in Figure 3.2 can interact with atom j in box III. 
If the distance between atom i and j Xij 2': Lx/2, it is replaced by Xij - Lx; similarly, 
if Xij ~ -Lx/2, it is replaced by Xij + Lx· 
I 0 II 0 Ill 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
!Jil 0 IV 0 0 I 0 
0 0 
0 0 I G) 0 
r-'II 0 VI 0 v 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lx 
Figure 3.2: Two dimensional box in the periodic boundary conditions. 
In MD simulations, if no periodic boundary conditions were applied, the atoms 
in the finite system would be affected by the boundaries of the system. Therefore, 
the finite system cannot produce reliable results to study the corresponding infinite 
system [42]. With periodic boundary conditions, we can use systems containing 500-
1000 atoms to simulate infinite systems with the thermostat turned off. In this 
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study, periodic boundary conditions were applied in the (100) and (010) directions. 
Because the normal of the Si(100) surface is in the z direction; no periodic boundary 
condition need be applied in the (001) direction. For our calculations, we chose a two 
dimensional box with a surface size that contained 8 x 8 atoms. 
3.1.3 Determination of the Time Step 
The size of the integration step /:,.t in Verlet velocity algorithm plays a significant 
role in the effectiveness of MD routine. If /:,.t is too small the evolution of the system 
will be too slow. If on the other hand /:,.t is too large the numerical integration 
is inaccurate. Luckily, conservation of energy provides a means of determining /:,.t: 
one must ensure the sum of the kinetic and potential energies for the entire system 
remains constant for an extended period of time [42]. The optimum choice of /:,.t is 
the largest possible value allowed before the energy of the system ceases to be stable. 
In our simulations, this value is found to be 4.125x10-16 s. This time step is taken 
100,000 times in the simulation; thus, the simulation length is 4.125 x 10-11 s. 
3.2 Validating the Code 
Once the fundamental MEAM programs had been written, the original author John 
Braeckman performed initial tests to ensure the accuracy of the calculations, including 
conjugate gradient minimization, the surface energies and the force expression given 
by Equation 2.34. The methods used to calculate these quantities are described below. 
3.2.1 Test of Conjugate Gradient Minimization 
To test the accuracy of conjugate gradient minimization in the MEAYI simulations, 
we used a system of three Si atoms forming an equilateral triangle. Then, the con-
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figuration corresponding to the minimum energy was obtained by conjugate gradient 
minimization. Different initial configurations (not too far away from equilibrium) were 
tested, and as expected, the final configurations were identical after minimization. In 
the final configuration, the three Si atoms still formed an equilateral triangle, but 
the side length was changed. The final side length was 2 .. 5452 A and the minimized 
energy was -8.8345 eV. 
L 2.0 2 .. 5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 .5.0 5.5 6.0 
Energy 8.7669 -8.7825 -6.3467 -3.1745 -1.4057 -0.5887 -0.2393 -0.0956 -0.0378 
L 2.51 2.52 2.53 2.54 2.55 2.56 2.57 2.58 2.59 
Energy -8.8035 -8.8188 -8.8289 -8.8340 -8.8340 -8.8294 -8.8206 -8.8072 -8.7900 
L 2.541 2.542 2.543 2.544 2.545 2.546 2.547 2.548 2.549 
Energy -8.8340 -8.8345 -8.8345 -8.8345 -8.8345 -8.8345 -8.8345 -8.8345 -8.8340 
Table 3.1: Total energy of the Si quilateral triangle Maple 7 and a Fortran program 
with different side lengths L. Values for the energy are given in eV. Values for the 
side lengths L are given in A. 
To check this result, it is necessary to use a different method to get the equilibrium 
configuration. We constructed several equilateral triangles with different side lengths 
and calculated their energy with Maple 7 and a Fortran program. It was found that 
these two programs gave the same results which might ensure the accuracy of the 
calculations. We started these calculations from using different side lengths from 2.0 
to 6.0 A which were equally separated by 0.5 A. The results are shown in the first 
two rows of Table 3.1. It can be seen that the side length which gave the minimum 
energy might be around 2.5 A. Then we set the range of the side lengths from 2.51 to 
2.59 A and found the minimum energy should be given by a side length between 2.54 
and 2.5.5 A as show in the fourth row of Table 3.1. The last two rows of Table 3.1 
show the energy of the Si equilateral triangles with side length from 2.541 to 2.549 A. 
It was verified that the minimum energy -8.8345 eV did exist and the corresponding 
side length could be localized between 2.542 and 2.548 A, which agreed to the result 
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obtained from conjugate gradient minimization within 0.2%. 
3.2.2 Surface Energy 
Calculating the surface energy requires one to first calculate Equation (2.1), the most 
important equation in the MEAM formalism. Therefore, it is imperative that this 
equation should be calculated properly. 
Using our code with the parameters given in table 2.2, the surface energies of the 
(100) and (111) faces were calculated for the same ten fcc, ten bee and three diamond 
materials used by Baskes [21]. The results of our calculations are given in Table 3.2 
and are compared to Table V of [21]. As can be seen, all surface energies agree within 
1%. Any discrepancies can be attributed to computational precision. 
(100) (100)" (111) (111) 6 (100) (100) 6 (111) (111) 6 (100) (100)" (111) (111) 6 
Cu 1653 1651 1411 1409 Li 431 431 311 279 c 6242 6195 5121 5082 
Ag 1277 1271 1093 1087 Na 288 288 202 202 Si 1883 1878 1256 1253 
Au 1085 1084 887 886 K 182 182 125 125 Ge 1660 1658 1156 1154 
Ni 2437 2435 2039 2036 v 2499 2490 1811 180.5 
Pd 1663 1659 1385 1381 Nb 2791 2788 2027 2018 
Pt 2171 2167 1659 1656 Ta 3299 3292 2310 2305 
AI 902 897 621 618 Cr 1230 1230 1246 1247 
Pb 425 424 367 366 Mo 2124 2122 1862 1861 
Rh 2901 2902 2597 2598 w 2650 2646 2251 2247 
lr 2900 2907 2828 2835 Fe 2298 2289 1727 1720 
a Data from Reference [21] 
Table 3.2: Surface energies for various materials and crystal faces using the param-
eters of Baskes [21]. The results are compared with those calculated by Baskes in 
[21]. Values are given in erg/cm2 . 
3.2.3 Expression of the Force 
The expression of the force can be determined by the derivative of equation 2.2. In 
this study, the force acting on the ith atom is given by: 
(3.1) 
which is derived as described below. 
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In the MEAM, the potential energy of a system of N atoms is 
N 
Etat LEJ 
j=l 
N 1 N N 
LFJ (pj) +? LL'PJI,,(rjk)SJk· 
j=l ~ j=l k#j 
The force acting on atom i is given as 
ai 
m.i 
(
aEtot . aEtot ~ aEtot ~) 
- -a · x +-a . . Y +-a.,.. z · 
Jot Yt ~t 
Therefore, the main task is to find the expression of 8ff;~t using Equation (3.2): 
where Xjk = Xj- xk and 8p,q is a Kronecker delta (1 if p = q and 0 if p =/= q). 
37 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3 .. 5) 
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So, putting Equation 3.5 into Equation 3.4 we have 
(3.6) 
But, rji = rij and cp~i (rji) = cp:j (rij)· Therefore, the above equation becomes 
(3.7) 
Because the summations in the second and third terms both go from 1 to N and both 
skip over i, they can be combined into a single summation, which leads to 
(3.8) 
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The expressions for 8ff~;~ and 8ff;; 1 are obtained by replacing x in Equation (3.8) 
withy or z. Then substituting the results into Equation (3.3), we can get Equation 
3.1. 
Unfortunately, the mathematical complexity of the background electron density 
and the screening function makes writing the expressions explicitly here impractical. 
After the expression of the force had been obtained, we need to ensure its accuracy 
so that it can be used in the MEAM-MD program mumeas.f. A system of five Au 
atoms and a system of five Si atoms were created and these two systems were then 
used as input into mumeas.f and the forces acting on each atom were compared to 
those calculated by the Maple 7 program. The calculation showed that the results 
from the two programs agreed, verifying that mmneas.f could correctly evaluate 
Equation 3.1. Table 3.3 shows the calculated forces acting on each atom in these two 
systems. 
Maple 7 Fx Fy Fz mnmeas.f Fx Fy Fz 
Au 1 -19.4118 -8.9018 -0.1544 Au 1 -19.4118 -8.9018 -0.1544 
2 18.4355 -8.6644 -0.0151 2 18.4355 -8.6644 -0.0151 
3 -0.0074 15.0816 0.0425 3 -0.0074 15.0816 0.0425 
4 0.5862 1.3290 23.7494 4 0.5862 1.3290 23.7494 
5 0.3975 1.1556 -23.6223 5 0.3975 1.1556 -23.6223 
Si 1 -19.3372 -9.5439 -0.1886 Si 1 -19.3:372 -9.5439 -0.1886 
2 18.2756 -9.1768 -0.0004 2 18.2756 -9.1768 -0.0004 
3 0.0669 16.2658 0.0712 3 0.0669 16.2658 0.0712 
4 0.6177 1.3381 23.1030 4 0.6177 1.3381 23.1030 
5 0.3770 1.1168 -22.9852 5 0.3770 1.1168 -22.9852 
Table 3.3: Comparison of forces calculated by Maple 7 and mumeas.f. Values are 
given in eV /A. 
Chapter 4 
Results 
Once it had been established that the programs could correctly evaluate the MEAM 
equations, molecular dynamics simulations were performed. This chapter discusses 
results from these simulations, including the Si(100) surface reconstruction and ad-
sorption of Au atoms on the Si(100) surface at room temperature. Similar studies 
were also performed at higher temperatures, such as 350 K, 800 K and 1200 in order 
to study the influence of temperature on Au/Si interactions. When discussing the 
results of the simulations, we focused on how the coverage and temperature affected 
the structure, morphology and surface stress of the Au layers. The time step in the 
molecular dynamics simulations was 4.12.5 fs. There were 100000 steps during the 
simulation, corresponding to a simulation length of 41.25 ps. 
4.1 Simulations of Si(lOO) Reconstruction 
4.1.1 Si(lOO) Relaxation at OK 
The first step of our study was to calculate the inter-layer relaxations of the Si(100) 
surface at 0 K. Inter-layer relaxations are changes in the atomic spacing between layers 
40 
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as the system relaxes to equilibrium at 0 K. In our simulations, the Si substrate slab 
size was 8x8x8 with periodic boundary conditions applied in the (100) and (010) 
directions. To mimic bulk conditions, the atoms in the bottom two layers of the 
Si(lOO) substrate were fixed at the positions in the reference structure. Under this 
condition, it was considered that the fixed bottom atoms were too far off to interact 
with the atoms above the fixed region; therefore, the substrate could then be viewed 
as extending indefinitely like a bulk. All the Si atoms were initially positioned in 
a diamond lattice with an inter-layer spacing of 1.:357 A. Since at 0 K, the atoms 
had minimal thermal vibrations and their movement was restricted in the x and y 
direction because of the periodic boundary conditions, the atomic separations in the 
x and y directions were not changed after the relaxation. The inter-layer relaxation 
did however increase by 6.2% between the first and second layer, 0. 7% between the 
second and third layer and 0.0% between the other layers. Calculations of the system 
energy showed that the surface energy decreased from 0.103 e VI A 2 to 0.099 e VI A 2 
and the total energy decreased from -2274 eV to -2277 eV after relaxation. 
In the bulk, the equilibrium distance between two layers is determined by various 
attractive and repulsive forces in the solid. When the surface is created, this balance 
is destroyed and the atoms at the surface therefore relax either inwards or outwards 
[43]. Our result shows that the Si(lOO) surface experienced an outward relaxation at 0 
K, indicating the atomic separation in z direction was increased. Because the Si atoms 
did not move in the x or y direction, the separation of the atoms was increased, causing 
a weaker interaction between the atoms. At 0 K, the energy of the system mainly 
came from the atomic interactions; therefore, these outward relaxations reduced the 
surface energy and hence were energetically favorable. 
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4.1.2 Si(lOO) Rc<:onstruction at 293K 
Once COtljugate gradient minimization had found the Si{lOO) relaxation flt 0 K, the 
results were used as lniti.al oonditions to <'alculate the Si(lOO) reconstruction at 293 K 
with mok'Cular dynantics. The bottom two ~~~rs were fixtxl as discussed io Section 
4.1.1. 
The output showed that the Si(tOO} snrfacc bad spout.ta.uoously reoonstru<'ted by 
forming d.itncrs along the (110} direction (Figure 4.1). Spontaneous reoonstru<'tions 
suggested that a lower eucrgy atomic configuration 4!'.Xist00. TA.biC" 4.1 <:ompru·os the 
0 K surra.ce energies, total enf>rgy of the ~•-ystem at'ld intcr.J&)rer relaxations of Si(lOO} 
when in the reference stru<'ture, onc-e relaxations bad been oonsldered and afte-r ~ 
constructing. t1 is the surra.ce energy whM· Erot is the total energy of the S)~tem. 6;; 
is the int.er·laycr relaxation between la~r i a.nd ll)yer j. 
• • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
•••••• 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • 
•• • • •• • •• • • •• 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• •• • •• • •• 
Figure 4.1: Si(lOO) substrate 
(a) before reoonstruC'tion and {h) 
l)t\er reeonstn.u;tion at 293 K. 
The surfa.oe A.toms Rre shown in 
yellow. The bulk ntoms are 
shown in bloe. 
The formation of dimcrs during the Si{lOO) surf(\(e reconstruction indicateH that 
when the surfl)ce is ('rt>.At«<. by cleaving the bulk, some dangling bonds with higher 
energy are fonned. This higher energy CIUl 00 lov.re:red during reconstruction when Si 
atoms bind together to form dimers. T hese di•ners tha.t fonn along the {110} direction 
have bf'JI>n obFM:u·,,.ed in experiments 144,451 a.nd calculations 146, 47, 48J. ln the ST~I 
ex[H'riments, WolkO\\' observed the &yuuuctric Si dimers during Si{lOO) reconstruC'-
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'!'able 4.1: Surface energy, total energy Q.(ld inter-layer relaxations of Si(JOO) for 
various Btomic configuratioiL•;. Valut.-s for the surface energy are given in eV I A 2. 
Va.h.1e6 for the energy 1\fc given iu cV. Values for inter-layer relaxations are ex'Pressed 
as$ percentage of tht> equilibrium scpnra.tiou. 
Configuration a 
Reference 0.103 
fu:Jv.xcd 0.099 
Hcconstructcd 0.065 
.•. :._ •.: . .. ; _.. 
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( b ) 
Figure 4.2: Configurl.ltions of the (a) symmetric{unbuckled) and (b) asyuunct-
ric(bo('kled) Si dilll('rs on the Si{IOO) substrate. 
tion at 120 K, while these dimers changed the orientation to get au awru.gc syuunetric 
a.ppe.~tra..noe at room temperatmel<l-1). Tromp et a/.'" Rtndied Atomic !>tmcture of til<~ 
clean Si(lOO) surface. The 53lllples 9.-ete heated to 1323 K during 2 minotes And then 
cooled down gradually during 3--4 mim1te!i. The STM imagee showed both symm~rk 
and asymmetric dimers appeared in almost equal proportions (45). It was explained 
in their study that. the energies or the symu\etric and asym.metric dimers were nearly 
degcnem.te and might. be pr(!seut a.t. the same time. ln F4:,'1l.rC 4.2, we show the Si 
din)Crs on the reoonstructed Si(100) surface. The Si dimers are sh0\\'1'1 in yellow while 
the other Si atoms are s.hov."'ll in blue. Figure 4.2(a) shows the Si d.imers which are 
syuunetric with respect to the (110) direction. Figure 4.2 (b) gives an example o£ the 
configurations for the asymmetrk' Si dimers on the Si(lOO) substrate. We can see in 
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each of these Si dimers, the Si atom at the left hand side is above the Si(lOO) surface, 
ruining the symmetry of the dimer along (110) direction in the Si(lOO) surface plane. 
In our simulation, the symmetric Si dimers as shown in Figure 4.2(a) were observed, 
consistent with results calculated by Baskes [46], but in contrary with first principle 
calculations [47, 48] which observed asymmetric dimers buckled inward or out of the 
Si(lOO) surface. As the experiments observed both symmetric and asymmetric dimers 
at the same time, these different calculations may have shown different behaviors of 
the system during Si(IOO) reconstruction. 
4.2 Simulations of Au Layers on the Si(lOO) Sub-
strate 
In this section, we placed Au atoms on Si(IOO) surface at various coverages and 
temperatures. The initial separation distance between the bottom Au layer and the 
Si(IOO) surface was approximately 3.0 A for all the simulations in this study; however, 
this distance is not critical because the system can relax to the same equilibrium even 
if the initial conditions are slightly different [29]. 
4.2.1 Au Layers on the Reconstructed Si(lOO) Substrate at 
293 K 
We first placed 6.7% MU Au on a reconstructed Si(IOO) substrate at 293 K, and 
then increased the coverage to 21.3%, 33.3%, 42.7% and 66.7%. The initial positions 
and velocities of Si atoms were determined by the output of the previous analysis 
11 ML is defined as 15x10 Au atoms in the fcc(111) configuration, corresponding to 100% coverage 
of Au atoms on Si(100) surface. The number of Au atoms in the x: and y direction was chosen 
according to the size of the box in periodic boundary conditions. 
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discussed in section 4.1.2. 
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Figure 4.3: Au atoms on the reconstructed Si(lOO) substrate at 293K below 1 
ML coverage. Initial configurations of the system when the Au coverage is (a)6.7% 
(c)21.3% (e)33.3% (g)42.7% (i)66.7%. Final configurations of the system when the 
Au coverage is (b)6.7% (d)21.3% (£)33.3% (h)42.7% (j)66.7% ML. 
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Figure 4.3 shows the initial and final configurations a.t 41.25 ps for Au atoms on 
a. reconstructed Si(IOO) substrate below 1 ML coverage. The Au atoms are shown in 
yellow, the reconstructed Si(IOO) surface is shown in green and the other Si atoms 
are shown is blue. When the Au coverage was low (6.7% and 21.3%), most Au atoms 
re-eva.pora.ted from the substrate a.t the end of the simula.tions(Figure 4.3(b)(d)). 
At 33.3% coverage, about half of the Au atoms re-eva.pora.ted (Figure 4.3(f)). Figure 
4.3(h) shows when 42.7% ML Au with reflecting symmetry along the x andy axis was 
placed on the substrate, all the Au atoms could stay on the Si(IOO) surface. In Figure 
4.3(i), we can see when the coverage was increased to 66.7%, but with lower symmetry, 
there were still Au atoms re-eva.pora.ted a.t the end of the simulation. As we collected 
these results a.t 41.25 ps when re-eva.pora.tion was still going on, it can be expected 
that if the simulation time had been longer, all the Au atoms might evaporate from 
the substrate. To confirm this speculation, we increased the simulation time to 200 
ps and re-ran these programs. It was found that below 42.7% Au coverage, fewer Au 
atoms stayed on the Si substrate (Figure 4.4 (a)) while at 42.7% and 66.7%, all the 
Au atoms stayed a.t the Si substrate (Figure 4.4 (b) (c)) a.t the end of the simulations. 
According to our simulations, re-evaporation of the added atoms on the substrate 
does occur a.s discussed in Reference [49]. It is illustrated in Chapter 6 of Reference 
[49] that the energy state of the substrate is energetically like an egg carton, with the 
energy depressions constituting temporary adsorption sites for the deposited atoms. 
When a.n added atom comes into one of these sites, it will either hop out of the egg 
carton, i.e. re-evaporate, or jump over the energy barrier into an adjacent site and 
bind with another atom to form a doublet making the atoms more stable than the 
single atoms. In our simulations, generally, the Au atoms became more stable on the 
Si substrate at a higher Au coverage. Based on the statement in Reference [49], this 
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(c) 
Figure 4.4: Final oonfigurotions of (a) 33.3% (b) 42.7% and (c) 66.7% Au atoms on 
the reconstructed Si{l OO) s-ub!:>i:rate a.t. 200 ps. 
n.>Sult can be explained l\8 foUo"""'S: when the Au coverage wAS Jow, the iut.eractions 
between the Au atoms and other tltonts were limited~ thua, it wAS more difficult for 
a Au atom to bind with another &tom and rorm a doublet. \Vhen the Au cm:cmgc 
was higher, there \"'Jere more iuter&.Ctions between the atonl.S .so thnt t he chnnce for a 
Au &.tom t.o bind with the other atoms Wt\8 increased. Also, it was pO&JibiP that t hP 
dcpositOO Au atoms could modify the energy state of the s-urface by increasing t he 
a\'&il.ablt &.dsorption sites; hence, more Au atoms could stay on the Si surface without 
n~cvaporatiou. 
Vle uc.xt. performed simulations of Au l&.yers with coverage$ from 1 ~IL to 3 ML 
ou the Si{IOO) surface. Ag&..iu, the Au la.ycrs were constructed as an £cc(lll) crystal 
!:>'truclure with 15 atoms in the x direction aud 10 atou\s in tht y direction. Figure 
4.5, Figure '1.6 a.nd Figure 4.7 show the initial aud fiu.aJ configurations of the sy~;tcm. 
In t hese figures. (a.) and (d) ~;how the front view, nnd {b) and (e) show the side VlE~w 
of t he in it iBI a.nd 6nt'l configuration. In (c) and {f), the configuration oft he Si surfA.tt 
beneath the Au layers is displayed: the Si 6urface atoms are shown in greE>n whilE." the 
Au layer on top of t he Si surf~ is shown in yellow, both 6'el."ll from the +z dirf'C'tion. 
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(o) (b) 
(d) (o) 
Figure 4.5, I ML At~ on the reconstrt~cted s;(IOO) •t 293K. Front v;ew of the (•) ;ni-
tial tl.Dd (d) finAl configuration. Side view of the (h) initinl and (e) final oon.fi.gumtion. 
(c) Initial and (f) final oonfigt1ratton of the Si Stlrfoce beneath the Au layt>Ts . 
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Figure 4.6, 2 ML Au on the reoonstructcd Si(IOO) at 293K. Front v;ew of the (a) in;-
tial•nd (d) final configurat;on. Side view of the (b) ;nitialand (e) fin•l configuration. 
(c) Initial and (I) fin•l oonfigur•tion of the Si surface beneath the Au layers. 
In thl'SC figures, Figure 4.5{d} shows t.ba.l. wbeo the Au oowra.gc was 1 ML, the 
cry~tAllat.tice was significantly perturbed, wh1le in Figore 4.6(d) l.lnd Figtlre 4.7(d), 
the crystal lattice was slightly perturbed at 2 and 3 ML Au coverage. In Figure 
4.7(c), we can sec a.L 3 ~H" oowra.gc the Au layers expa.nd in ;; direction withjn the 
simulation time of 41.25 ps. Figure 4.5(f). 4.6(f) and 4.7(f) show at the {'nd of the 
simulation there v .. ere sti1l Si dimen; on the Si(100) s:urfoce. 
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Figure 4.7, 3 ML Au on the reconstructed Si(IOO) at 293K. Front -new of t he (a) ini-
tial and (d) final configuration. Side view of the (b) initial and (e) fina) (l()nfigurntion. 
(c) Initial and (I) final configuration of the Si surfa<:e beneath the Au lay<rs. 
~lany papers have reported Au/Si iutcnnixinv, and t he formation of amorphous 
gold Rilicide layers above a certain critical coverage (4-7, 10.11,13, 171 ; however, t.bcsc 
~xpe-rimeuts di.sagree in t he required critical coverage to initiate Au/Si intermixing. 
Narusawa et at. reported that the intermixing started abruptly whcu the Au film 
exceeded a critical coverage of 4 ~IL I5J. Carriere et al. reported the Au .silicide 
w~ formed when 2 ~fL Au coverage Wl\8 ochieved(6) while Hri<:ovini fl al. suggested 
that Au and Si started jnt<:nui.x:ing below 1 ML 17). ln our simu1atioos, when the Au 
oowra.ge was below 3 ~IL, no ir\t.ennixing was obsc:rvOO within 41.25 p8; therefore, 
it eRn 00 SJ>ectdated that the critir.aJ cowra.ge might bf>c ahove 3 ~IL, r;o that the 
numb€-r of Au Ia~ Wl'S not enot1gh to stflrt intermixing. Also, it is possible that 
the time duration of 41.25 ps might be too short to observe intermixing between Au 
Jayer.s and the Si substrate. Au/Si interm.ixiog m.&y be obscn't-d if t he simulation t ime 
is increased. To verify t hfmE! speculations, simulAtions for larger syst€-ms and longer 
simulation time need to he p€'Tfonned in t he future work. 
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Figure 4.8: Direct surface atre<:~S Tu as a fun('tion of time in t he first 20000 time 
ste):m. The unit of surface !>1.r€Qi is eV f A'l. The unit of x runs i.<> timt>o st.ep {I time 
step = 0.4125fs). 
The surface stress of the syst4.'m Wll.'> rE:'<'ordOO during the simult\Uons. Figure 4.8 
flhows t he direct mresc; 'Tu as a. function of time in t he fin=~t 20000 steps. It ('an be 
noticed that for diff<.-rc.ttt. coverages, in the first 2000 t ime steps, 'T1 t harllarge n.-gative 
values, iutlicaling that the surface tended to expand iu +z direction At thE' hE'ginning 
or t he simulation. Then Tu rcadwd a nonnegative maximum and became 0 after 
100000 t iu\C st.cps, suggesting the din:ct .!>'1lrfaoo !>1.rcs<i in z direction might b.- 7-tro 
when the system reached <.'<ruilibrium. 
Figure 4 .9 shows the evolution of surfate stn.'Ss at different Au ooverage!i within 
100,000 cime ~teps, which com.>Spond to a s iu:tUJAtion tin:te of 41.25 ps. This graph 
sho"'-s the surface atn'SSeS oecilll)ted intens.i\'cly in the first 20,000 time stc~, iudicat-
ing the system WAS far from E'QUiJibrium at t he beginning O( the simull)tiOU; therefore, 
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Figure 4.9: Evolution o£ the sur£~ stress when Au atoms were plaood on the 
rcoou.structcd Si( 1 00) substrate at 293 K. The unit. or surface stress is e V /A 1. The 
unit of x axis is time step (lti1ne step= 0.4125fs). 
the at.orru; had to move around with large displacement to adjust themselves tow~ 
the flq llilihrium. With the increase or Au CO\'cra.ge, the amplitude of oscillation at the 
beginning inc;n>.aserl; thus, at higher Au co\'erage, the atoms in the H)"item took more 
effort to a.djust themseiV('S during equilibrating. After 20.000 time steps, the surfl'<'e 
stress Ructualed with a smaUcr amplitude and became more stable until the end o( 
the simuJAtiou. The calculations o£ sur(a.c:c strtSS ~Show thnt at 1 ML Au oowrage, 
the avernge values of 'Tu and 'Tn are -0.1729 eV I A 2 and -0.2650 eV I A2, respecti\·cly. 
From Figure 4.9, Yre can see compRred with the other surface stress elements, Tu 
and 'Tn have ln.gf'.r db;t.ances away from the blnck dashed line which denot-es the zero 
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surface stress, indicating that the system had larger direct surface stresses in the x 
and y direction. When the coverage was increased to 2 ML, all the elements in the 
surface stress tensor were closer to 0. Figure 4.9 shows that Txx has the largest value 
and its average is -0.1028 e VI A 2 according to the calculations. At 3 ML coverage, 
we can see from Figure 4.9 all the surface elements are around 0. The calculation of 
surface stress elements shows in the six surface stress elements, Tzz has the largest 
average value which is 0.0348 e VI A 2 • According to our results, when Au atoms were 
placed on the Si(100) surface at 293 K, the surface stress became smaller at higher 
Au coverage. 
4.2.2 Au Layers on the Unrelaxed Si(lOO) Substrate at 293 
K 
In Kuo and Clancy's study, the Au layers were placed on the unrelaxed Si(100) (i.e. 
reference structure) at the beginning of the simulations. This initial condition could 
simplify the simulations since no Si(100) relaxation or reconstruction were calculated. 
In this section, we placed the Au layers on the unrelaxed Si(100) surface at 293 K 
and compared the simulations with those in section 4.2.1. 
According to the results, there is no significant change in the morphology of the 
Au layers or the surface stress (Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11). Figure 4.12 shows 
that no intermixing was observed within 41.25 ps when Au atoms were placed on the 
unrelaxed Si(100) surface below or at 3 ML coverage at 293 K. 
In Figure 4.13, the configuration of the Si surface beneath the Au layers is dis-
played. The Si surface atoms are shown in green while the Au layer on top of the 
Si surface is shown in yellow, as discussed in the last section. Figure 4.13(a) shows 
the initial configurations while (b), (c) and (d) show the final configurations of these 
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Figure 4. 10: Front vi•w ol lhc finAl ronfigumli<OCl• lor (•) I ~IL (b) 2 ML and (c) 
3 ~I L Au on thr unrcla;u-d Si(lOO) subatrl\tr 1\t 293 f\ 
... 1ML 
20000 40000 60000 80000 100000 
tirre 5te1:6 
Flaure 4.11: £,-,,utioo of dw SurfJvof! Stn. wbm .o\u a10011 '~~"Pfe placPd on thP 
unt1'1ax<d S1( 100) subsuate 8l 293 K. 
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Figure 4.12: Sidf' vil"w CJ( t l ~' lluu.l ronfiguration.'i for (1\) 1 ML (h) 2 \ IL A.nd {c) 3 
.ML Au oo thE> unn-luNI ~i(JOO) .. uh-otrA.tf' at 293 K 
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F igure 4 .13: {•) lnu!AI aod fuW cooligunuions of tho St(IOO) owfac-<o holmr tho Au 
laver< ..-boo (b) I ML (<) 2 \IL (d) 3 ML Au"""' p ...... l on tho unf1'1oxPd Si(IOO) 
IUbllnlte 3l 200 }\_ 
two Si aud Au laytN At dlffHrnt Au coverages. \Vt ('.1\n 11('(' thuL Un• Si aurface still 
r('('on.'itruct.cd by forminK ditnl'fl'l f<vt' ll t hough there W('ff' no dimt'r" on t ht• Si{l OO) 
surface ~t thE' bcghuum. uf t ht' llllJuJAtlon, ~ugge!>ting Au ftWDlll <bd not prE>\"!'nt tlK' 
fonnat.ion ofSi dimf'f'l t•n th~ ~i(lOO) w:rf~ in tbf. finrc ·t1.2.S Jl!ll uf th('" ~imulatton. 
TAhir 4.2 com~ tbrr tu(.&i ~-. ~ ftN'!"g)", putrutaal ~- and kinf'tic 
eDt-r"'' of thfo ")"5t4'1l'l at the tOO ul tbf. ti.mul3tiort.,. ol Au Ia,,.,.. un tbt· Wll't'laxed end 
Tttnustructed Si( 100) llnl'wltratt' The finst 5 columns flhO'II t tK- t'UCrf,.l~ wbeo tbe 
Au atoms were plact'<l on lht' unrt•IA.xt-d Si{l OO) substriUft, what~ tb€' (ollowin~ five 
oohunnR show tbOM• wtwn t hn Au atom.'> were plAL"td o u I be rt'C.:OnAtrurt('(( Si{lOO) 
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unrel. Etot (}' Epot Ek recons. Etot (}' Epot Ek 
1 ML -3097 -0.1718 -3122 25.02 1 ML -3077 -0.1500 -3102 25.13 
2 ML -3578 -0.1866 -3608 29.60 2 ML -3550 -0.1573 -3580 29.63 
3 ML -4098 -0.1802 -4132 34.65 3 ML -4095 -0.1772 -4129 34.76 
Table 4.2: Energy of the system when the Au atoms were placed on the unrelaxed 
and the reconstructed Si(100) substrate. The values of total energy, potential energy 
and kinetic energy are given in eV. The values of surface energy are given in eV/A2 . 
substrate. As we can see in Table 4.2, the kinetic energy of the system was the same 
for these two simulations since both simulations were taken at the same temperature. 
The total energy, the surface energy and the potential energy of the system were 
slightly smaller when the Au atoms were placed on the unrelaxed Si(100) substrate, 
indicating the total energy might be minimized even better under this condition. 
4.2.3 Au Layers on the Reconstructed Si(lOO) Substrate with 
Unfixed Bottom Two Layers 
In the previous simulations, the bottom two layers of the Si substrate were fixed to 
mimic a bulk sample. In this section, we unfixed the two bottom layers and compared 
the results with those in section 4.2.1 to see if they were affected. It was observed 
that the morphology of the Au layers and the configuration of the Si(100) surface 
beneath the Au layers were unaffected (Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.16). The side view 
of the Au layers on top of the Si substrate shows below 3 ML coverage at 293 K, 
still no intermixing was observed within 41.25 ps when Au atoms were placed on the 
reconstructed Si(IOO) surface with two bottom layers unfixed(Figure 4.15). 
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(e) (b) (e) 
Figure 4.14' front view of the final ooufiguratious for (a) 1 ~IL (b) 2 ML aud (c) 3 
ML Au on reconstructed Si(100) substrate with unfixed bottom two 11\)'<rs at 293 K. 
(a) (b) (e) 
Figure 4. 1~' Side view of the final coufigurations for (a) 1 ML (b) 2 ML and (c) 3 
ML Au on reoonstn1cted Si(IIJO) substrate "ith unfixed bottom two lll)'el8 at 293 K . 
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Figure 4.16: Final oonfigur3tioo of the Si(l OO) surfa.oe below the Au layers when 
(a) I ML (b) 2 ML (c) 3 ML atoms were placed on reconstrucWd Si(IOO) substrate 
with unfixed bottom t"'O layers at 293 K. 
Compared with the previous simulations in sectiotl 4.2.1, tb~ most ob;en'flb1e dif-
fcre.uccs Lie in the c~onfigumtion of the bottom surface o£ the Si substrate and the 
sur£oce stre3s of the system. Figure 4.17 shows w het\ J)O atom."i wt!rl'l fixed in tht> 
system, t he bouorn surfMCe of t.he Si(tOO) substrate reconstructed by forming dimcrs, 
indic:atiug tht> syt;tem cou1d not be considered as a bulk under this condition. 
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<•l 
Figure 4.17: Reconstruction of the bottom surface when (a.) 1 ).It (h) 2 ML and 
(c) 3 .ML Au were pi~ on the reconstructed Si(lOO) substrate ·with unfixed bottom 
two layers at 293 K. 
Figtm~ 4.18 shows the surface SLI"t'SS of the system in comparison with that. in 
section 4.2.1, we ('an ROO nil the clcmtot.s in the surface stress t~nsor are cloocr to 0 
thau those when the bottom t;\J;-o Si layers 'oJierc fLXod, suggesting a smaller surfncc 
stnm.<> in the system. This remit was expected because when the bottom two layers 
o( the Si sub6tratc "A"efe unfixcd1 the system had more freedom to lldjust itself to the 
deformation; th~refore, les.o; ~;urface strtSS could be induoed. 
4.2.4 The InRucnce of Temperature on the Au/Si Interaction 
It hM been reported thAt adsorption of Au atoms on the Si sublitrate can be i.u.fiuenced 
by t-emperature tlS, 29, 50). Yatlg et al.(15) studied the concentrations of the top Layer 
after 4.17 ML Au atoms Yrerc deposited at Hi3 K and then annealed A.t 460 K It was 
found that at the top la.)1.'r, the Au eotlccntJ·ation was close to 100%. C~l~n et 
al. (50) found that at. lower coverage (a few monolA.yers), the Au compooitioo was 
about 70% until the Wmpcr&.Lurc was increased to 675 K. Increa.sing the temperat.ure 
£w·ther resulted in a de<:rease of th.-: Au concentration to 48%. This ooncentra.tion 
stl\yt.'<l ooustant until the temperature Wt\5 increased t..o 1025 K. ln C. l,, Kuo et al.'s 
simulntions I29J, after the Au thin films were anne31ed at 500 K, a crystalline Au to)) 
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Figure 4.18: Evolution of the St.lrfllt'f' StmJS when Au atoms were placed ott the 
reconstructed Si(IOO) !Jl.lh6trate with bottom two Ltt)'ttS (n) uulixed and (b) fLXcd at 
293 K. The \In it or Rur(ace litress iR eV ;.i\1. The unit. or r a:Us is time step ( 1 time 
step= 0.4125f•). 
layer was obtaim.-d. lkl.'o\l't'ttt GOO K and 800 K, Si outdiffused significantly and the 
top layer bocamt- Si-rich. As the annealiu,s temperature was increased froin 800 K to 
1000 K, Au atoms stopped to diff\lSie' into the Si Rubstrat('. It was concluded thnt the 
growth or gold silicide Wt\S dominated by the Ol.ltdiff'usion o( Si atoms above 600K. 
ln this section1 the t.cmpcrature or the S)'Stern was increased to 350 K, 800 K 
and 1200 K by adjw.ting the velocities of the &touts based on the equipartition of 
energy prindple di.':K'us.'iiP.d in 2.3.2. The syfitem stayed at the desired temperature for 
a simulation time of 41.25 ps. The input for these simulations "'8.5 the output of the 
sU:nulations o( Au atoms on the reconstructed Si(lOO) substrate at 293 K. 
At 350 K, uo iutem:tixing was obi>Cl'ved within the simulation time of 41.25 ps at 
1, 2 and 3 ~IL Au cover~e (Figure 4.19}. FiJ:,'1ll'c 4.20 shows that the 1norphology of 
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tlwr Au lA}'1'n ''~"N> al.mof;t the san:lf' as tM& -.t 2'.U 1\ •»tl rhr Au tonH"Otratton e.t the 
~>P ....... """ 100'){. 
... -... . 
<•> (b) (c) 
Flgur<~ <1.10: Side view of the finaJ ronfi,ltHrAhOil• uf (n) I \IL (b) 2 ML and (c) 3 
ML Au on t he r«·<u:tStruchxJ Si{lOO) ~;ul>tilralc• nt. :~1)0 K. 
(b) (c) 
Figu"" 4.20: FroDI •iew or the fiDal roufi,urotooo• lor (•) I \IL (b) 2 ~IL &Dd (<) 
3 \IL Au on roroostructed Si(IOO) oub.Uot~ •• 350 1\ 
(o) (b) <c> 
Figure 4.21: Srde view or t~e final toulit;uwron:~ or(~) I ML (h) 2 ML and (c)3 
ML Au on thf' r('('Onstructed Si(lOO) "ub.trat~ ftl !;00 K 
f'lr.'t"f"&"'"' ~ 1\ We can~ tba\. at 1 ML CU'o'-"~"ICl\ uo IUI4"ntuxmg '«l'L<t ~'f'd by 
rh• f1l<l of th• 'lmulotion. Figure 4.21 (b) sh.,.-, wb<·o lb. Au 00\fflgt ..... 2 ~IL. Au 
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( o ) (b) (c) 
Figure 4 .22; Front vk>w nf oho• fiulli roufiguratio"" for (•) I ML (b) 2 ML ...,d (c) 
3 ~IL Au on rocolli<tru<1..0 ~I( 1(10) •ul.ootr&IA> at 800 K 
Au la_\"t'TS became ob:tt tm• \h•t or thE' mtermi:ttd St aton~t~ c-1'-nW" from tbf. subrrt.rate 
~urfN>€' aud some or tht'lll. dUfu·wd out of the Au layen. and ~·\-1\pc•rAt('(l Figure 4.22(&.) 
and (r) flhow t hat ttw lop b\y.'fonly romnstOO of Au aWilL-~ 1\1 lAnd J ~IL Au C'm·cmgc. 
[n Figure4.22(b), SC"wrnl Si td•nw• fl ()pMi't'd at tb€' t.op surf&-e wlu·nth€' Au C'overage 
WM 2 ML. but Lbt• t.op l~vt·r wM l"tdl Au-rieb. At 3 ML Au ('U\'{'rAR€', mtcnuixing 
of Si Md Au atonl!o "aa ol.Jw.n't"'tt ;u the mterface of Si •uhlitr111.- ""d Au bt~'t'rs, but 
uo Sa atoms "ue ob&rr-\"(111 at t~ top la~w or n-aporatfd &om tiM- 1uhttrah• "-.thin 
41.25 po.. Accordm~ to our r~ulu, t,..Jmr.· 3 \rL Au 00\ .. 'f'a(te, Ullt'fwlxmg of Au a.nd 
S1 atoms c-.an b€' t-uham:nl hy nu rt-fL'Img the tempna.tun· wht....., th.-, mh"-rnuxit~.g 
W{L'J not M much N> rt'l)()rtt•d by o-ther experiments or 1-imulnl ioll'l 
\Vheo the tE'mpC"rat un• WflM inc:reMed to 1200 K, 4"\'l\l)()rf\lklll or Au and Si atoms 
wae obsen'ai lxolow tbc·ir llllf•lun.g points (1337 K for Au l'md IGH7 t\ for Si). Figun.• 
4 .23, Figure 4.24 and Figun• 4 2S ~· tbP f'\'OllltJOn of the 1!-)'W:tMJJ 1\t 12011 K . At l ~tL 
Au 00\Woge, tbr .,...,. on llw S1{100) surf~ oot onh• ddf-.1 - ol U.. Au Ia)..,. 
and t>'apor&ted, bot...., cbf!-.1 ww the boct<>m ~ ol the So ...t..1n1~, indica<~ 
tbat the diffush·ity of th.- St atonL!I .,..,. iocrea.sed with highM" t"'m~·rl\tUrt . ·rh~ Au 
lllOU.S .-:~t.arted tO eWlpOrAtf' (rom 5& fjUbslrate At about 10 )}Ill A(tN the temperature 
wo..s increased to 1200 K. Olll·ing Lhc ~\'l\J)oratton, tb(' dil'lfUlN' l.H.•lW('(-11 Au and Si 
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atoms was increased to above the cut-off distance during evaporation; therefore, there 
were no interactions between Au and Si atoms, so that the Au atoms interacted with 
each other and bonded together to form a sheet. Figure 4.24 shows that during the 
evaporation at 2 ML coverage, both the surface Si atoms and those in the substrate 
diffused out of the Au layers and evaporated. In Figure 4.24(c), melting at the Au 
and Si interface was observed at about 15 ps, followed by evaporation of the two Au 
layers when the simulation continued until 41.25 ps. Figure 4.25 shows that at 3 ML 
coverage, Au and Si interface still melted before the evaporation of the Au layers and 
it took more time for the Au layers to evaporate from the substrate than that when 
the Au coverage was 1 and 2 ML. 
Evaporation of Au and Si atoms below their melting points remains a,.-., a question 
in this study. It is hard to explain how Au atoms could obtain so much energy to get 
rid of interactions with Si atoms and leave the Si substrate. It is possible that our cut-
off distance might be too small to include interactions with in larger distances, or the 
MEAM parameters for the Au/Si system need to be modified when the temperature 
was increased to 1200 K. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
5.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, molecular dynamics simulations using MEAM models were applied 
to study the Si(100) reconstruction and Au/Si interactions. The results showed the 
Si(100) substrate relaxed by moving Si surface atoms in the z direction at 0 K, 
resulting in an increase of the inter-layer separations. At 293 K, the Si(100) sur-
face reconstructed by forming dimers in the (110) direction, consistent with Baskes's 
MEAM calculations of the Si(100) reconstruction [46]. Simulations of Au atoms on 
the reconstructed Si(100) substrate showed that Au atoms re-evaporated from the 
Si surface below 1 ML coverage, and became more stable when the coverage was in-
creased. At 1, 2 and 3 ML Au coverage, all the Au atoms stayed on the Si substrate 
without re-evaporation although no Au/Si intermixing was observed within the simu-
lation time of 41.25 ps. We also calculated the surface stress of the system at different 
Au coverages. According to the results, the surface stress oscillated intensively at the 
beginning of the simulations and became stable when the system approached equi-
librium. Comparing the surface stress of the system at different Au coverages, we 
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found that the surface stress became smaller when the Au coverage was increased. 
The system had the largest nonignorable surface stress at 1 ML Au coverage when 
the morphology was quite different from that at 2 and 3 ML Au coverage (Figure 
4.5-4. 7). This result implied that the surface stress was related to the morphology 
of the Au film as shown in Figure 1..5. Lastly, we studied the influence of tempera-
ture on the Au/Si interactions. It was observed that Au and Si intermixed above 2 
ML Au coverage at 800 K, suggesting the Au/Si interdiffusion could be enhanced by 
increa.sing the temperature. At 1200 K, melting of the Au/Si interface followed by 
evaporation of both Au and Si was observed. 
5.2 Future work 
In future work, we will simulate the deposition process of Au atoms on the Si substrate 
by considering the deposition parameters, such as the deposition rate which is the 
amount of the atoms deposited per unit time, and the velocities of the Au atoms when 
they arrive at the Si substrate, which are controlled by the power source . Considering 
these initial conditions requires lengthy simulations because the system may be too 
far from equilibrium and the deposition time can be longer than several minutes. We 
will also study how the film thickness influences the Au/Si interactions at higher Au 
coverages; therefore, simulations of longer simulation time and larger systems will be 
performed requiring programs with higher efficiencies. Hence, parallel programs may 
be developed to achieve high-speed calculations. 
Since the substrate temperature and the post-deposition annealing temperature 
play significant roles in thin film synthesis, we will perform simulations at various 
temperatures. However, as the MEAM parameters were calculated at 0 K and an 
imaginary NaCl structure was used as the Au/Si reference structure, their accuracy 
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can be questioned. In our future work, we hope to calculate our own parameters, so 
that MEAM parameters for higher temperature and various phase structures can be 
obtained. 
Also, we will investigate the effects of using different intermediate tie layers be-
tween the Au layers and the Si substrate. In experiments, materials such as Ti and 
Cr are widely used to increase adhesion of Au films and control their morphologies 
on the Si substrate. Simulations of these multi-layers on the Si substrate will have 
practical applications in the investigations of Au deposition on the Si substrate. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the deflection and surface stress of the gold-coated 
Si cantilever are influenced by the morphology of the Au film. The properties of 
the thin films can be influenced by the deposition rate, source power, film thickness, 
substrate and annealing temperature, and the tie layers between the deposited film 
a.nd the substrate. Thus, by adjusting these factors during calculations, we ca.n study 
the crystal growth and the surface stress of Au films under different conditions so as 
to theoretically find a deposition recipe that can produce more sensitive gold-coated 
sensors for molecular detections. 
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Appendix A 
Abbreviations and Symbols 
MEAM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the modified embedded atom method 
EAM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the embedded atom method 
cgm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . conjugate gradient minimization 
MD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . molecular dynamics 
Ei . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the energy of atom i in the system 
Fi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the embedding energy of atom i in the system 
Pi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . background electron density of atom i 
'Pi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pair potential between atom i and atom j 
sij . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . screening function between atom i and atom j 
N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . total number of atoms in the system 
Etat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . total energy of the system 
A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fitting parameters in the embedding function 
Ef . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cohesive energy of atom i 
Zi ......................... number of the nearest-neighbors of atom i 
ti ............. ............. electron density weighting factors in Equation 2.4 
p~ ......................... electron density scaling factors in Equation 2.9 
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a(O) t · l ·t · d "t f t . Pi ....................... a onuc e ec ron ens1 y o a om 1. 
f3i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . parameters presenting the rate of electron density 
decaying 
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . parameter to determine the ellipse for screening 
function 
Cmin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lower limit of C 
Cmax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . upper limit of C 
Er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . energy of atom i in the reference structure 
rf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nearest neighbor distance in the reference struc-
ture 
Bi . ........................ bulk modulus of atom i 
ni ......................... atomic volume of atom i 
8i ......................... parameters to adjust the repulsive and attractive 
energies in the MEAM potential 
si . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . geometrical factors used when calculating the elec-
tron density in the reference structure 
!:::..Eb- f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . structure energy difference between fcc and bee 
structure 
E£ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . vacancy formation energy of the system 
kB ........................ Boltzmann's constant 
T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . temperature of the system 
(} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . surface energy of the system 
T a/3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . elements of the surface stress tensor 
Eaf3 . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . elements of the strain tensor 
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b.t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the time step in molecular dynamics simulations 
1 time step = 0.4125 fs 
b.iJ ........................ inter-layer relaxations between layer i and layer _j 
ML ........................ monolayer 
Epot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . potential energy of the system 
Ek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . kinetic energy of the system 
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